1999: Two yews are recorded here. The veteran is a female yew growing SSE of the church. In spite of fire/smoke damage it seemed in excellent health. At the time of the visit the space beneath its branches was being used as a store for rocks and metal. From the tree's bole of 3'/4' three major branches develop; a fourth had been sawn off. Girth was 16' 6" at the ground.

2015: Girth at the ground was 16' 11"(5.16m). The tree looks extremely well though it still has the rocks piled up at its base.

1999: A male yew WSW of the church is a thin fragment with growth at each end of the elongated shell and one internal stem. The tree appeared to be almost propped up by elder. Girth was 11' 11" at the ground. In 2015 Paul Wood recorded a girth of 12' 7"(3.84m) at the ground of a tree that looked in good health. It is certain that this tree has been larger girthed.